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introduction 

• In this talk, i’m going to discuss some 
of the problems yet to come for 
casual games 
– Although they’re only problems if you 
don’t see them as opPortunities 

• So, My background is in mMos 
• Some of the things we’re now seeing in 
casual games, we’ve seen before in 
mmos 

• We therefore know what to expect 
– And what to do about it 



expansion 

• Social, casual and mobile games are great 
at engaging brand new players 
– people who previously weren’t playing games 

• There’s lots of money to be made here! 
• However, people who play games don’t 
just play them 

• They absorb them 
– Coming to understand what they’re playing 

• Inevitably, they’ll want to progresS to 
more chalLenging content 



training 

• The games new players play today are 
training them in the ways of games 

• The games they play tomorrow will be 
more advanced than the ones they play now 
– As with their tastes in music, movies and books 

• This has been known about in mmos for 
decades 
– Players’ tastes change in predictable ways 

• There are actually 4 paths, but most mmo 
players follow the main sequence 



Main sequence 

• Killerexplorerachieversocialiser 

 

 

 

 

 

 
• Find boundaries, explore inside, try 
to beat it, hang out with friends 



difference 

• This happens to aLl mmo players who 
play for fun for any length of time 

• Casual games aren’t mmos, but a 
similar thing happens 

• Players Find what games are on ofFer, 
explore which of these they like, get 
goOd at them, then move on 

• Important: this affects their relationship 
not only to individual games, but to 
alL games of the same genre 



A theory of fun 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• (All good game designers have this book) 



distribution 

• Here’s what a typical mmo experience 
level distribution looks like after a few 
weEks 

 

 

 

 
• Players progress at difFerent rates 
 



however 

• Here’s what it looks like after a few 
months 
 
 
 
 
 

• Players progreSs at different rates, 
but they do reach the end 



“the end” 

• When players reach “the end”, they expect 
end-game content 

• It’s the same with casual games 
• At the moment, you have miLlions of 
people playing casual games 

• They’re learning to play games 

• Over time, you’ll see the same curve 
– A spike for people who didn’t play games 
as children, then a spike for people who 
want more sophisticated games 



Moving on 

• Although you wiLl have people playing 
your games in future, they won’t be the 
same people 

• Those people will have moved on 

• So where will they move? 
• Well, they’ll move wherever you point 
them! 
– So long as it is actual progress in terms of 
sophistication 

• Knowing this, what can you do? 



Wrong way 

• An obvious (but common) wrong 
response is to graft casual features 
onto a more sophisticated game 

• What you should do is graft more 
sophisticated features onto casual games 
– This way, you take the players with you 

• Analogy: if people learning to read want 
more challenging books, you put more 
text between the ilLustrations 

• You Don’t illustrate War and Peace..! 



Also wrong 

• Another wrong way is to mistake 
complexity for sophistication 

• Ok, some people do demand more detailed 
content 
– Eg. Ever-harder find-the-hidden-object games  

• They eventually burn out, though 
• Then, they’ll look for something else to 
driLl into – perhaps even non-games! 
– So ... try to lead them to your offerings, 
rather than let them find stuff themselves? 



abstract 

• other people will want more abstract 
content 
– Eg. ever-harder strategic reasoning 

• Few people “want more of the same” 
– They want “more of the same, but beTter” 

• Important: you stiLl need to sell your 
leSs sophisticated content, even it’s just 
in small volumes 

• With no entry-level content, new 
players can’t reach the advanced content! 



caution 

• Many of you youngsters will have no 
idea what an adventure game is 

• This is because adventure games got so 
ESOTERIC they lost their audience 

• No-one could fathom the puZzles 
– Gabriel knight 3: to steal a moped, pickpocket your 

friend’s passport, place masking tape over a hole in a 
shed wall, chase a black cat into the hole, remove cat 
fur from the masking tape, fashion a false moustache 
from it using syrup; Then, take a marker pen and 
draw a moustache on the passport so that in your 
false moustache you’ll look like the picture... 

  



summary 

• Players refine their tastes as they play 
• Analogy: The music you listen to today 
is not the music of your youth 
– However, you neEd to have listened to 
that music in order to appreciate what 
you listen to today 

• Offering same-but-harder is profitable 
now but ultimately self-defeating 

• Aim to provide a graduated player 
experience to get them to your end games 


